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THE NOTE OF THE PRESIDENT!
N°7 - Lausanne (SUI), UEG office, June 4th, 2015.

A SMALL STEP FOR FIG. A BIG STEP FOR
GYMNASTICS!

Dear Friends,
You have certainly taken note of the recent decisions of the Melbourne FIG Council, as to
how the gymnasts qualify for the Olympics from 2020 on. This vote has provoked a lively
debate and has allowed all shades of expressions, thus meeting the wishes of the
President Grandi.
The vote of the UEG is among the 29 who supported the project. This large majority (7
against and 1 abstention) is in line with the propositions that I have always defended in the
name of our Union and I am therefore delighted. I would like to emphasise in particular the
new organisation of the calendar and the disappearance of the “Test Events”, a relief for the
gymnasts and at the same time a saving for their federation. I would also like to point out
the valorisation of the continental championships and the World Cup events. This is a step
in the right direction.
This same Council has largely acclaimed Stuttgart (GER) for the organisation of the 2019
Artistic Gymnastics Worlds. Another very clear vote and for other reasons than those
related to the sport policy. The economical element has played an important role in this
decision and I understand that when I think to the budgets of our federations. I do however
have some reservations as to the spirit of this decision, which could exclude from the
debate the candidates unable to sustain such favourable economic conditions.
In my opinion, among the conditions needed to organise a championship, I give priority to
the quality of the venue, the organiser and the comfort for our athletes, the press, our
partners. With Stuttgart, all these conditions are given. The DTB and the STB know their
task perfectly well and have proven it twice in the past, in 1989 and in 2007.
History
In a few days, UEG will turn an important page in its history, by participating in the 1 st
European Games in Baku (AZE). Our Union plays an important role. Our competitions will
be in the focus of many observers, supporters or opponents of the reforms we have
initiated. The positive feedbacks received after the Test Event in March and the European
Championships in April leave no doubt as to the legitimacy of our choices and decisions.
The success of Baku will be that of our member federations, their gymnasts, their technical
staff, our judges and our technical committees who have supported the project from day
one. I thank them and look forward to share this historic experience with them.
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As you also know, the Association of European Olympic Committees (EOC) recently
attributed the 2019 European Games to the Olympic Committee of the Netherlands
(NOC*NSF) and I am delighted about this for various reasons.
The Netherlands, with a strong gymnastics tradition, has a great expertise brilliantly
demonstrated at the 2010 Artistic Worlds in Rotterdam, known as a reference in terms of
organisation. The Royal Dutch Gymnastics Union (KNGU), with its gymnasts, its potential
and expertise will without doubt host an outstanding event.
I am looking forward to seeing you very soon in Baku.
With my compliments.

Georges GUELZEC, UEG President
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